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PRELIMINARY COMMUNICATION

The critical apparent density for the free flow of copper powder
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Abstract: A method for the determination of the critical apparent density, which permits the
free flow of electrodeposited copper powder is discussed. It was found that powders the ap-
parent density of which were larger than 2.3 g/cm3 exhibit free flow. This is in good agree-
ment with the literature data.
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INTRODUCTION

The concept of the representative particle of a copper powder was successfully used
for the qualitative explanation of branching of the copper powder particles, and hence, of
electrodeposited copper dendrites.1

This approach consists of the creation of a representative particle, which exhibits the
same property, or properties, as the powder in general and can explain its behavior. The aim
of this note is to discuss the free flow of copper powder and to correlate it with the apparent
density of a copper powder.

DISCUSSION

It is well known that flowability is one of the decisive characteristics of copper pow-
ders2,3 and that it mainly depends on the apparent density of a copper powder. It was
shown by Peisseker3 that free flow of a copper powder can be only expected if the apparent
density of the powder is larger then 2.2–2.3 g/cm3, while poor flow is possible at lower
densities also. This can be explained in the following way. It was shown in the previous pa-
per1 that copper powder can be treated as a continuous medium, the density of which is
equal to the apparent density of the powder �'. The density of compact metal is �. As
shown in Fig. 1, the continuous medium can be divided into equal cubes with edge height
a. It is obvious that spheres the radius of which is a/2 occupy effectively the same volume,
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and that a powder consisting of spherical particles equal to each other will be characterized
by free flow. Hence, the representative particle of a copper powder in respect to free flow
must be spherical. The relationship between the density of the spherical representative
powder particle and the apparent density of the powder can be established in the following
way. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that instead of cubes with edge height a and a density �',
spherical particles with a radius a/2 and a density �" can be considered.

Hence,
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This means that the density of the spherical particles of which a powder is composed
is about twice as big as the apparent density of the powder. On the other hand, it is neces-
sary to bear in mind that copper powder particles are dendritic by nature,4 hence they are
porous. It is obvious that the free flow of a powder consisting of spherical particles can be
expected only if the surface parts of the particles corresponding to the metal segments are
larger than, or equal to the pores between them, as is be illustrated by Fig. 2.

Hence, the critical density of a particle itself, �", is then given by

�" =
1

2
� (3)

or taking into account Eq. (2) after further rearranging one obtains

�' =
�

12
� (4)
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Fig. 2. A cross section of a representative particle of
copper powder which permits the free flow of pow-

der.

Fig. 1. A cross section of the part of a continuous me-
dium divided into equal cubes and spheres of the

same volume as cubes.



Using � = 8.9 g/cm3 for copper, it follows from Eq. (4) that the critical value of the ap-
parent density resulting in free flow of copper powder is 2.32 g/cm3. This is in good agree-
ment with the findings of Peisseker3 for nonsieved copper powders.

Exceptions to the above reasoning are possible2,5 due to the following facts. It can be
assumed that the flowability of a powder depends mainly on the surface structure of the
powder particles, while the apparent density depends on both the surface structure and the
grain size of the powder particles, as well as on the particle grain size distribution.

Hence, if an appropriate surface structure of the particles is obtained, the free flow of
the powder can be expected, regardless of whether the apparent density of the powder is
lower than 2.32 g/cm3 (in case it is a consequence of the particle shape).
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Razmatrana je metoda odre|ivawa kriti~ne nasipne mase, pri kojoj dolazi do te~ewa

elektrohemijski talo`enog praha bakra. Na|eno je da te~ewe postoji kod prahova ~ija je

nasipna masa ve}a od 2.3 g/cm3, {to je u saglasnosti sa literaturnim podacima.
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